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The Adria microplate has the particular feature to be involved in two subduction

systems with slab dipping in opposite directions, one toward west beneath the

Apennines and the other to the east beneath the Dinarides. The deep structure

of Adria and the shape and characteristics of the slabs have mainly been studied

through seismic tomography. However, the uncertainty about the presence and

dimensions of tear and windows along the Apennines and the Dinarides slabs is

still large. An instrument that can be used to draw mantle flows and to support

the possible presence of slab windows or tears is the detection of seismic

anisotropy, in particular core phases shear wave splitting. In this paper, to give

more light to the structure of Adria slabs and possible mantle circulation

beneath this microplate, we benefit from data recorded by seismic stations

located along a profile running across the central Adriatic from the Apennines to

the edge of the Panonnian basin. The new measurements, together with

previous findings, show an evident change of the anisotropic properties

when moving along the profile. The distribution of SKS-splitting

measurements in the Apennines strongly agree with previous measurements

that already described the toroidal flow generated by the slab rollback of the

Calabrian arc. In addition, the N-S and NE-SW directions found beneath the

Apulia are in agreement with those attributed previously in the outer northern

Apennines, to a proper typical pattern of the mantle beneath Adria, which is

undeformed by the slab retreat. The pattern of the anisotropy in the Dinarides

region shows lateral and vertical variations that together with recent

tomographic images that better define the slab window allow us to

speculate as follows: the new SKS measurements, interpreted in terms of

mantle deformation and flows, agree with the geodynamic model that

justifies the mantle circulation beneath Adria with the presence of slab

windows in both the Apennines and Dinarides slabs.
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Introduction

The Western/Central Mediterranean area is a complex

subduction zone where the African and Eurasian plates

interact. This interaction is complicated by the presence of the

Adria plate (Figure 1A) that lies in-between and which is the

continental lithosphere foreland shared by the Africa-Eurasia

convergence zone in the north (Alps) and by two subduction

zones (Apennines and Dinarides) with slabs that dip in opposite

directions. The subduction in the Dinarides was active from the

early Cretaceous to the Paleogene, and it was followed by

lithospheric delamination in the north and central part of the

chain from the late Eocene (Handy et al., 2015, 2019). The

subduction is only still active in its southern part

(i.e., Hellenides), as confirmed by the tomography and the

presence of deep earthquakes (Handy et al., 2015). The

subduction in the Apennines started later (from the late

Eocene to the present) with process dominated by the slab

rollback as a consequence of the subduction of the Ionian

oceanic crust starting from the 8–10 Ma (Goes et al., 2004;

Faccenna, 2005). It is considered to be still active beneath the

northern Apennines and the Calabrian arc (Faccenna and

Becker, 2020).

The Adria plate is therefore the lower plate in the interaction

with the Apennines and the Dinarides, while it is the upper plate

in the interaction with the western and central Alps (Figure 1B).

Currently, it moves toward north/northwest with a counter-

clockwise rotation around an Eulerian pole that is located in

the western Alps at a rate of 0.25°/My for Serpelloni et al. (2005)

or in Spain for Le Breton et al. (2017). Tomographic images show

FIGURE 1
(A) Maps of the tectonic unit of the Alps-Apennines-Dinarides-Hellenic area freely modified from the original compilation of M.R. Handy with
units and major lineaments simplified from Schmid et al. (2004, 2008), Handy et al. (2010, 2015, 2019), Bigi et al. (1990), Froitzheim et al. (1996), and
Bousquet et al. (2012). NA, CA, SA = northern, central, and southern Apennines; Br = Brandanic foredeep. (B) Slab maps for the Alpine chain with
upper plates removed and only major faults shown. Northward subduction of Adriatic lithosphere beneath Eastern Alps and shortening of the
Pannonian basin (modified from Handy et al., 2015). (C) Tomographic sections at 150 km of depth of the circum-Adriatic region as imaged by
Piromallo and Morelli (2003) with the superimposition of the shear wave splitting measurements of the area taken from SplitLab database (Barruol
et al., 2009; Wüstefeld et al., 2009) in the years before the CASE project started. Each white line corresponds to one single measurement oriented
parallel to the fast axes and scaled with the delay time and plotted at the same tomographic layer depth.
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this complexity and document the presence of slabs beneath the

Dinarides and the Apennines (Bijwaar and Spakman, 2000;

Piromallo and Morelli, 2003; El-Sharkawy et al., 2020).

Beneath the Italian peninsula, most tomography images agree

about the presence of two high velocity bodies (Figure 1C), which

are interpreted as slabs, beneath the northern Apennines and

Calabrian arc, continuous from top to the bottom of the upper

mantle and which are the results of the subduction of the Adriatic

and Ionian lithospheres beneath the Apennines and Calabrian

arc, respectively (El-Sharkawy et al., 2020, and references

therein). In the central Apennines a low velocity region is

present at shallow depth (from 70 to 200 km), which is

interpreted as a possible slab window due to a tear of the

Calabrian arc slab in its shallow NW part (Faccenna et al.,

2014). However, deeper (from 250 km downward)

tomographic images show that Northern Apennines and the

Calabrian arc slabs are linked in a unique high velocity body (El-

Sharkawy et al., 2020). In the Dinarides region, most of the

tomographic images of the eastern Adriatic coastal zone agree

with the presence of a continuous high velocity body in shallower

part, down to 150 km (Piromallo andMorelli, 2003; Li et al. 2008)

that extends all along the Dinaric chain and which reaches depth

of 300 km in correspondence to the Albanides/Hellenides region

(Figure 1C). Beneath the northern and central Dinarides,

between 150 and 300 km depth, a low velocity zone is present,

which supports the idea of the existence of a slab gap. The

location and dimension of this velocity anomaly differ between

tomographies, in some cases it is shown as wider (Bijwaard and

Spakman, 2000; El-Sharkawy et al. 2020), and in other cases it is

shown as narrower (Piromallo and Morelli, 2003).

The presence and dimensions of tears or slab windows are

supported by mantle deformation studies, which are usually

based on SKS shear wave splitting measurements. It is well-

known that mantle rocks are mostly composed of anisotropic

minerals, mainly olivine, that tend to align with the deformation

field (Mainprice et al., 1993). Core refracted phases, such as SKS

from teleseismic events, are sensitive to the orientation of olivine

crystals and, when crossing the anisotropic material, it splits into

two phases that travel with different velocity. The polarization

direction of the faster phase and the time delay between the

arrivals of the two phases are the parameters that are used to

define the seismic anisotropy properties in a region beneath a

seismic station (Savage, 1999). SKS analysis on a great number of

stations yields anisotropy patterns related to the upper-mantle

deformation, which in a subduction system are correlated with

mantle flows (i.e., toroidal flows through slab discontinuities or

around slab edges) (Civello and Margheriti, 2004; Long and

Becker, 2010; Porritt et al., 2014; Schlaphorst et al., 2017). Indeed,

under most upper-mantle conditions, we expect A-type olivine

LPO, which means that the fast direction is aligned with mantle

flow directions or shear planes (Long and Becker, 2010).

Shear wave splitting measurements in the region of interest

are already available, mainly for the Italian peninsula, with few

results in the Dinaric region (Figure 1C). Seismic anisotropy

patterns depict the complexity of the mantle deformation

beneath the Apennines. The southern (SA) and the northern

Apennines (NA) are active subduction zones that have different

characteristics. In the south, the subduction is defined to be still

active because of the presence of deep seismicity (down to

500 km, Chiarabba et al., 2005), active volcanism (Aeolian

arc), and high rate of convergence (10 mm/y, Serpelloni et al.,

2005). The distribution of the splitting parameters is described in

several studies (Margheriti 1998; Margheriti et al., 2003; Civello

andMargheriti, 2004; Baccheschi et al., 2007, 2008, 2011) and it is

interpreted as the effect of the E-SE retreat of the Calabrian arc,

which generates trench-parallel fast axes direction in the sub-slab

mantle and trench-perpendicular direction in the back-arc

region. Similar patterns are observed in other subduction

systems (Savage, 1999) and in laboratory experiments (Buttles

and Olson, 1998; Funiciello et al., 2006).

The northern Apennines (NA) exhibits different

characteristics. The volcanism in this region is old or absent,

the convergence rate is slower (1 mm/y, Serpelloni et al., 2005),

and most of the seismicity is located in the first 15 km depth

(Chiarabba et al., 2005). Deeper seismicity was observed but

shallower than 90 km (Selvaggi and Amato, 1992). The

distribution of the splitting parameters in this region is very

complex (Margheriti et al., 2003; Plomerová et al., 2006,

Salimbeni et al., 2007, 2008, 2013), with trench-parallel

directions found in the back-arc zone and trench-

perpendicular in the opposite side. In particular, the scattering

in the fast axes directions and the variability of the delay times in

the Po-Plain area evidence the presence of a complex upper-

mantle structure that is generated by the interaction between the

Apennines, the Alps, and the Dinarides (Qorbani et al., 2015,

2016; Song et al., 2019; Petrescu et al. 2020a, 2020b). Salimbeni

et al. (2008) hypothesized that this pattern is related to an oblique

trench-retreat of the northern Apennines slab toward the east,

due to the lack of space because of the presence of the Alpine

subduction system to the north and the subduction beneath the

Dinaric belt behind. Thus, the pattern of seismic anisotropy in

the northern Apennines is different from that in the southern

part of the chain (Salimbeni et al., 2013).

In the central Apennines and in the Dinaric region, the

available seismic anisotropy dataset is quite poor, and

consequently inferences about the upper-mantle deformations

comes from sparse results (Margheriti, 1998; Margheriti et al.

2003; Subašić et al., 2017). The complementary “Central Adriatic

Seismic Experiment” (CASE; Molinari et al., 2018), which was

developed within the framework of the AlpArray project

(Hetényi et al., 2018), gave an opportunity to extend the shear

wave splitting dataset for this region. CASE consisted of

10 temporary stations installed in Bosnia and Herzegovina,

Croatia, and Italy for 2 years.

In this paper, we use the shear wave splitting measurements

(on SKS phases) obtained from CASE and other permanent
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stations data to increase the definition of seismic anisotropy

patterns in the Central Adriatic region and refine our knowledge

of slab extension and discontinuities and of the related mantle

flows.

Data and methods

Records from 237 teleseismic events that occurred between

November 2016 and December 2018, with M > 5.8 within

epicentral distance range of 85°–120°, are recovered from the

temporary stations of the AlpArray-CASE project (red circles in

Figure 2) and permanent stations belonging to the Italian and the

Croatian national seismic network (green triangles in Figure 2).

The back-azimuthal distribution of the events is summarized in

the inset of Figure 2. Taking advantage of the long lasting

MedNet seismic stations (Pondrelli et al., 2020), four of which

are located in the region of interest (TIR, BLY, PDG, and DIVS),

we collected and analyzed a large number of earthquake

recordings, 1,037 events with M ≥ 6 occurred between

October 2004 and November 2016.

The shear wave splitting analysis was performed with the

SplitRacer software (Reiss and Rümpker, 2017), which is a

MATLAB graphical user interface environment that is

designed to analyze large amounts of teleseismic data. The

code automatically performs an initial preprocessing in which

the quality of the data is inspected (i.e., check for gaps,

correctness of the travel time of the interested phases, value of

signal-to-noise ratio) and then visually selected to choose the

correct time window. In our analysis, at this point, all of the data

have been filtered using the same bandpass frequency window,

which is useful to enhance the amplitude of the S-wave (with

corner frequency 7–20 s). The last step of preprocessing is the

correction of waveforms for possible misalignment of the

horizontal components, comparing the particle motion of the

phase with the theoretical back-azimuth of the event taken into

account. All suitable data are then analyzed, and the fast axes and

delay time parameters are determined using the energy

minimization on the transverse component (Silver and Chan,

1991), each time applied over 50 slightly shifted time windows, as

suggested by the developer. Silver and Chan’s (1991) technique is

considered to be the most robust for core refracted teleseismic

phases, such as SKS, in which the back-azimuth is readily known.

To obtain a robust and realistic database of the splitting

parameters, all of the results were visually inspected. The splitting

measurement is considered valid 1) if the phase selected is well

isolated, 2) the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is greater than 3, 3) if

the energy on the transverse component is present, 4) if the

ellipticity of the particle motion is sufficiently linearized after the

removal of the delay time, and 5) if original and corrected

waveforms are in agreement. Each measurement is then

selected if it has a reasonable distribution of errors. In

addition, we consider results acceptable when the delay time

is lower than 3 s. Along with these criteria, the result is defined as

FIGURE 2
Map of the AlpArray-CASE broadband seismic stations used in this work. The permanent stations, belonging to MedNet and Italian, Croatian,
and Republic of Srpska national seismic networks, are represented by green triangles; the temporary stations deployed for the AlpArray-CASE are
represented with red circles. (Upper inset) The back-azimuthal distribution of the teleseismic events for the MedNet and the other networks used in
the analysis.
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FIGURE 3
Map of the obtained results. (A) Single shear wave splitting measurements of “good” quality are plotted as line oriented parallel to the fast axes
and scaled with the delay time value. (B) Null measurements obtained and plotted as crosses with branches parallel and perpendicular to the back-
azimuth of the analyzed event. In bothmaps, yellow circles and squares are temporary and permanent stations composing the network used, results
of the CASE project are plotted following the back-azimuth color scale while results from previous works are plotted in white (from SplitLab
database; Barruol et al., 2009;Wüstefeld et al., 2009). Trace of the section (with its 40-km swath box) used for the following interpretation is mapped
with the dashed line. Starting point of the trace is represented by the yellow star and labeled with the “A”, the station name used in themap is referred
to those stations limiting the anisotropic boundaries.
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“good” when the energy reduction is greater than 80%, “average”

when the energy reduction is 60 to 80%, and “poor” in all other

cases. In the absence of energy on the transverse component or in

case of its presence when splitting was precluded (e.g., when the

fast axis is oriented perpendicular or parallel to the back-azimuth

of the analyzed earthquake), the result is classified as a “null”

measurement. An example of a “good” quality shear wave

splitting and a “null” measurement are shown in

Supplementary Figure S1A,B, respectively.

Results

Single and mean shear wave splitting
distribution

The results of the shear wave splitting analysis performed on

the entire dataset are summarized in Supplementary Figure S2

and listed in Supplementary Table S1, S2. However, to guarantee

the best reliable image of seismic anisotropy of the study region,

we will focus only on measurements that we defined as “good”

and on “null” data given by SKS phases that showed the best

quality. The distribution of these results is mapped in Figure 3.

In Figure 3A, the new 585 single shear wave splitting

measurements of “good” quality are plotted as single line

oriented parallel to the fast axes and scaled with the delay

time value. The color scale used to plot the measurements is

in agreement with the back-azimuth of the analyzed events.

Measurements in white are taken from previous works and

collected in the SplitLab database (Barruol et al., 2009;

Wüstefeld et al., 2009). In Figure 3B, the 448 null

measurements are plotted as crosses with their lines oriented

parallel and perpendicular to the back-azimuth of the analyzed

event. In both maps, all measurements are projected into the

upper-mantle depth (150 km).

The distribution of the single shear wave and null

measurements agree with the distribution of fast axes and

delay time obtained in previous works, where available. In the

Tyrrhenian coast and in the internal part of the Apennines, the

fast axes show a homogeneous rotation from E-W to NW-SE

direction. These orientations are similar to those found all along

the internal region of the whole chain, both in the north

(Margheriti et al., 2003; Salimbeni et al. 2008, and references

therein) and in the south (Baccheschi et al. 2011), and parallel to

the E-W stretching direction related to the back-arc basin

extension (Lucente et al., 2006). Moving toward the Adriatic

coast, the fast axis direction rotates clockwise toward N and NE

upon entering the Dinarides region, which confirms the results

published by Margheriti et al. (2003) and Subašić et al. (2017).

Moving towards the internal part of the Dinarides, the direction

of fast axes rotates back to NW-SE, parallel to the strike of the

chain and to the strike of the major faults located in the area. This

direction agrees well with the results obtained by Qorbani et al.

(2016), Song et al. (2019), and Petrescu et al. (2020b) for the

Carpathian-Pannonian region and, extending toward east, with

those by Ivan et al. (2008) in the Romanian region. The

distribution of the null measurements corroborates this fast

axis distribution, as shown in Figure 3B.

For each station with more than two good splitting

measurements, we calculate the average value for fast axes

and delay time. The average delay time is calculated with the

standard arithmetic mean and the results are shown in

Figure 4A (and listed in Supplementary Table S3). Stations

with higher values of dt (shown in light green and in red) are

concentrated only beneath the Apennines chain while values

lower than 1.5 s (in dark green and blue) are mainly obtained

beneath Apulia, Adriatic, and the Dinarides areas. The error

associated with the average dt varies from 0.04 s (VCRE station)

to 0.86 s (STON station). The mean fast axes direction is instead

calculated using the circular statistics as the mean direction of

the vector resulting from a group of directional data (Davis,

2002) and with the error attributed as its mean resultant length

(R), which represents the spreading of the vectors around its

mean value (R = 0, distribution completely scattered around the

mean value, R = 1 distribution completely aligned with the

mean value; Figure 4B and Supplementary Table S3). The

rotation of the fast axes detected in the distribution of single

measurements is even more evident when looking at the mean

directions. In the inner part of the Apennines and in the

internal part of the Dinarides (i.e., the extremes of the

transect), the mean fast axes direction is NW-SE with a

distribution that is tightly bunched around the mean value

(R>=0.8, shown in red in Figure 4B). In between, the main

direction rotates clockwise toward N-S and NNE-SSW with

lower values of R, meaning a more scattered single

measurements distribution around its mean fast axis

direction (green and blue sticks in Figure 4B).

Shear wave splitting parameters along the
CASE transect

To define the position where changes in anisotropic

direction occur, we focus on the distribution of the shear

wave splitting parameters along the CASE profile (dashed line

in Figure 3 and in Figure 1A). All the splitting parameters

included in the 40-km-wide box (dashed-line box in Figure 3)

are projected along the transect and are plotted as a function

of the distance from the starting point (star with A label in

Figure 3). The section is shown in Figure 5 where, from top to

bottom, topographic profile (A), fast axes (B), and delay time

(C) distributions are shown.

Looking at the results shown in Figure 5, starting from SW

(Apennines) and based on the homogeneity of the distribution of

the splitting measurements, it is possible to define four

anisotropic homogeneous domains.
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Domain 1 (from IFOR to CIGN stations): the fast axes are

mainly oriented in NW-SE direction (with some N-S or E-W

scattered direction), while the delay time varies from 0.5 to

almost 3 s. The average fast axis direction (red squares) varies

from −70° to −40° (with R from 0.65 to 1) between single stations,

the mean delay time is in the range 1–2.5 s (with errors from

0.04 to 0.62 s). These SKS-splitting directions do not show any

particular dependence (e.g., from the back-azimuth) even if most

of the null measurements are obtained for events coming from

60° and −80° directions.

Domain 2 (fromMELA to SGRT stations): the single fast axis

direction varies fromWNW to ENE (−60° to 60°), while the delay

time for single measurement is between 0.5 and 2.5 s. The average

fast axes vary from 0° to 20° (with R between 0.39 and 0.81) and

the mean dt is 1–1.5 s (with errors between 0.19 and 0.5 s), which

are both representative of a sparser single shear wave splitting

FIGURE 4
Distribution of shear wave splitting measurements averaged with arithmetic and circular statistics for each station of the CASE project with at
least two good measurements. Results for each station are represented with scale color for (A) delay time and (B) R value (i.e., the spread of the
vectors around its mean value). The results from previous works taken from SplitLab database are given in white (Barruol et al., 2009; Wüstefeld et al.,
2009).
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distribution. Teleseismic events coming from -70° or 70° (±10°)

generate most of the null measurements.

Domain 3 (from TREM to CA04A stations): the fast axes

distribution is homogeneous with values that vary from N to

NE (from 0° to 40°) and the delay times vary from 0.5 to 3 s.

The mean fast axis direction varies from 0° to 40° (with R

varying between 0.34 and 1) and the mean dt varies from 1 to

3 s (with error between 0.45 and 0.86 s). It is worth noting

that here the NW-SE direction disappears completely

(direction prevailing in Domain 1 and still present in

Domain 2), leaving the place to mostly N-S to NNE-SSW

directions. The prevailing back-azimuth direction for the null

measurements remains the same as in previous domains.

Domain 4 (from CA03A to DIVS stations): here the most

representative fast axis direction is again NW-SE, with a tight

orientation distribution from −20° to −40° (and R in the range

0.74–0.95). The same for the delay times, distributed

symmetrically around the mean value, ~1 s (i.e., between

0.89 and 1.28 s with errors in the range 0.14–0.49 s). Null

measurements are obtained from events with back-azimuths

along an E-W direction.

Another point raised by Figure 5 is that most of the SKS-

splitting measurements are obtained from a certain back-

azimuthal direction. Excluding Domain 1, where the NW-

SE direction of fast axes is sampled for each back-azimuthal

sector, in all other domains the NE-SW (or ~ N-S) fast axis

directions are obtained only from eastern coming teleseisms,

while those from other directions sample different fast axis

orientations. A confirmation of this trend is found by plotting

the rose and polar diagrams of each domain, as shown in

FIGURE 5
Distribution of fast axes and delay time along the CASE profile mapped in Figure 3. From top to bottom, panels representing the boundaries of
the anisotropic domains, the topographic profile with the station name (A), the distribution of fast axes (B), and delay time (C) along the profile. In (B)
and (C), blue squares represent single measurements, red squares are the mean values, and white squares are the results from previous works. Null
measurements are plotted as circles using in (B) the back-azimuth of the events (instead of the fast axes) and in (C) the delay time equal to 0. In
(B) and (C), single shear wave splittings and null measurements are colored in agreement with the back-azimuth scale from Figure 3.
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Figure 6. In the rose diagrams (Figure 6A), shear wave

splittings are represented by the mean value calculated over

all measurements for each back-azimuthal quarter. In

contrast, in the polar plots (Figure 6B) single

measurements are plotted with respect to the back-azimuth

and epicentral distance. In both types of representation, it is

evident that a back-azimuthal dependence is present in all

domains, excluding Domain 1 (as previously mentioned).

Data of Domains 2, 3, and 4 sample an anisotropy with

NE-SW direction only with events coming from N (in red)

or NE (in green), while events coming from western back-

azimuths sample anisotropy oriented N-S or NNW-SSE. For

Domain 4, it is worth noting that most of the teleseisms

coming from the western (pink) sector give “good” results;

for events coming from the eastern sector (in green), the

results are in general of lower quality (and are therefore not

included in the polar diagram of Figure 6B) or are null

measurements (represented by the green crosses). Based on

the back-azimuthal dependence of the measurements (Savage,

1999), we hypothesize the presence of a complex anisotropic

structure beneath the stations in the Domain 2, 3, and 4. The

recognition of any other specific trend, such as the presence of

periodicities in the fast direction and delay time with respect

to back-azimuth, that would point to multilayer or dipping

structure of the anisotropy is very difficult due to the

intermittent back-azimuthal coverage provided by the 2-

years of data from the temporary CASE stations.

Discussion

Depth distribution of the anisotropy and
comparison with other seismological
observables

Anisotropy measurements obtained by SKS-splitting analysis

are generally difficult to locate at depth, along the ray path, and

they are considered the integral of all of the anisotropy that the

seismic waves detect from the core to the surface. However, the

study region is located in an active geodynamic framework, with

multiple subduction systems evolving at the same time in a quite

reduced space. Given that the upper mantle is the place where

most of the anisotropy is concentrated (Savage, 1999), we can

assume that detected anisotropy is mainly located there, where

most changes occur, such as slab discontinuities and mantle

flows. An estimation in each domain of the thickness of the

anisotropic material crossed by seismic rays may provide

additional information. It could be performed using the

following formula (Silver and Chan, 1988; Helffrich 1995):

L � dtpβ/k (1)

where dt is the delay time (in seconds), β is the shear wave

velocity (4.48 km/s for the upper mantle, Kennett et al. 1995),

and κ is the anisotropy percentage that in the upper mantle could

vary from 4 to 5% (Savage, 1999). Considering that the

contribution of the anisotropy in the crust and in the deeper

FIGURE 6
(A) Rose diagrams representing themean fast axes direction calculated for each anisotropic domain and divided by back-azimuth of the events.
(B) Polar distribution of the fast axes and null measurement for each anisotropic domain. Each result is plotted as lines oriented parallel to the fast
axes and located in function of back-azimuth and epicentral distance of the event analyzed.
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FIGURE 7
(Uppermaps) Comparison between averaged SKSmeasurements (from this and previous works), Pn anisotropy (A) (Diaz et al., 2013) and surface
wave anisotropy (B) (Zhu et al., 2015). The previous splitting parameters taken from the SplitLab database are plotted in white (Barruol et al., 2009;
Wüstefeld et al., 2009). Each measurement is oriented parallel to the fast axis while the length of each bar corresponds to delay time (for the Pn) or
strength of anisotropy (for surface wave). Delay time for SKS measurements follows the color scheme in the legend. Arrows indicate the
Absolute Plate Motion direction of the Eurasian (in blue) and African (in orange) plates in the HS2-NUVEL1A hot-spot reference frame (Gripp and
Gordon, 1990; DeMets et al., 1994). (Lower panels) (C) The topography of the CASE profile with the name of the stations limiting the domains, and (D)
location along the CASE profile of the anisotropic layer calculated with formulation (1) and for 5% (light blue volume) and 4% (cyan volume) of
anisotropy. Single estimations of the anisotropic volume for the same percentage of anisotropy range are also plotted with dark and gray circles,
respectively. In the same plot also the Moho depth (line in green and with “M” label from Molinari et al. (2015) and single red crosses from Miller and
Piana Agostinetti (2012)) and the litho-asthenospheric boundary (orange crosses fromMiller and Piana Agostinetti (2012) and Belinić et al. (2018)) are
plotted. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the boundaries of the anisotropic domains as defined previously. (E) Comparison of mean values of
SKS (in blue), Pn (in green), and surface wave (single dot in yellow) anisotropies directions all calculated with steps of 20 km along the CASE profile.
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part of the mantle is negligible (less than 0.3 s and less than 0.7 s,

respectively; Savage, 1999) to the gross balance, we can suppose

that the anisotropic layer should be confined below the Moho.

To better locate the detected anisotropic signal at depth, it is

also useful to draw a comparison with other seismological

observations or with independent anisotropic datasets. In

particular, Pn studies (Diaz et al., 2013) give information

about anisotropy directions just beneath the Moho

discontinuity and the anisotropy detected by surface waves

(Zhu et al., 2015) also represent greater depth but generally

with a lower definition. A comparison between our results and

those from these independent methods may support (or be in

opposition) with the hypothesis of a similar and continuous

deformation pattern from lithospheric to asthenospheric mantle.

It is also good practice to include some additional structural

information, such as the Moho depth (from the EPcrust model of

Molinari and Morelli, 2011, or from the receiver function

analysis of Miller and Piana Agostinetti, 2012), or the depth

of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB, from receiver

function analysis of Miller and Piana Agostinetti, 2012 and

Belinić et al., 2018), or a comparison with the absolute plate

motion direction as an indicator of the active asthenosphere

contribution. We integrate all of the described information in

each domain with the SKS anisotropy, as shown in Figure 7. In

the first two maps (panels A and B), the station-averaged SKS

measurements are compared with the Pn anisotropy (Diaz et al.,

2013) and the surface wave azimuthal anisotropy (Zhu et al.,

2015), respectively. Panel C shows the topography along the

CASE profile with the seismic stations located on the boundaries

of each domain. In panel D, the location of the anisotropic layer,

as inferred from delay time value, calculated for 4% (cyan) and

5% (blue) of anisotropy and corrected with the Moho depth

(from EPcrust model; Molinari and Morelli, 2011), is compared

with the Moho (Miller and Piana Agostinetti, 2012) and LAB

(Miller and Piana Agostinetti, 2012; Belinić et al., 2018) depth

estimated by previous works. In panel E, the mean anisotropic

direction (calculated each 20 km steps) is compared with the

interpolation of the Pn and surface azimuthal anisotropy

directions along the CASE profile.

In Domain 1, the SKS and Pn anisotropy directions show a

very good agreement (Figure 7, panels a, b, and e), with

homogeneous NW-SE direction inland and E-W direction in

the Tyrrhenian sea. This trend, which is continuous in most of

the domain, slightly changes close to the eastern boundary, where

the Pn and SKS directions start to deviate from each other. The

agreement in the direction of Pn and SKS anisotropies supports

the argument that there is a vertical coherency in the deformation

processes, from lithospheric to asthenospheric mantle. In

Domain 1, part of the detected anisotropy is from the

asthenosphere. Indeed, delay times show high values (up to

3 s), suggesting a thickness for the anisotropic layer of

180–220 km (cyan and blue volumes in Figure 7D), which is

greater than the 100 km LAB depth estimated by previous works

(orange crosses in Figure 7D). Our measurements, having the

same direction toward the Thyrrenian sea and inland, without

any back-azimuthal dependence, support the hypothesis that

there is the same anisotropy direction above (toward the sea) and

below (inland) the slab. This behavior has been already proposed

by Baccheschi et al. (2011), who found an agreement between

SKS shear wave splitting measurements made and S phases from

Thyrrenian subduction deep earthquakes, and so with rays

crossing the upper mantle above the slab. A coherent

deformation between litho-asthenospheric domains or a

mantle flowing in the shallower asthenosphere could be

reasonably invoked to explain the agreement between the SKS

fast axes direction with 1) the Pn direction, 2) the strike of most

main fault in the area, and 3) the disagreement with the absolute

plate motion of Eurasia and Africa plates in the HS2-NUVEL1A

hot-spot reference frame (arrows in blue and orange,

respectively, in Figures 7A,B). This last point indicates that

the deformation processes are not completely driven by the

asthenosphere mantle flow and this could be justified by the

presence of a pressure gradient-driven mantle flow or by the

presence of small scale convection of upwelling mantle (Rychert

et al., 2020), we cannot exclude these hypotheses.

The five stations belonging to Domain 2 (MELA, APRC,

SGRT, CAPA, and MSAG) are located just above the Apulia

platform bordered in the west by the Brandanic foredeep (Br in

Figure 1A) and by the Adriatic Sea to the east. Here, the Pn and

SKS directions are still in nearly good agreement (Figure 7, panels

a and e), even if partial rotation could be seen in correspondence

of some of the stations in the Apulia platform. Both datasets show

a gradual rotation from NNW-SSE to N-S and NE-SW direction,

moving toward the north-east. The thickness of the anisotropic

layer is in the order of 100–140 km (blue and cyan lines,

Figure 7D), which when compared to the estimation of the

LAB depth (80–120 km) supports the possibility of a

deformation pattern continuous from the lithospheric mantle

to the asthenosphere, even if not so deep as in Domain 1. If we

can hypothesize a coherence in the deformation pattern with

depth, we should take into account that the back-azimuthal

variation in anisotropy direction (Figure 6) is a proxy to

lateral changes of the deformation trend. Shear wave splitting

measurements obtained by west-coming events show the typical

Apennines direction, which is attributed to the sub-slab mantle

deformed by Calabrian slab retreat (Baccheschi et al., 2007,

2011). Meanwhile, measurements obtained by events east-

coming show a N-S to NNE-SSW direction, which is in

agreement with other previous measurements along the

Adriatic coast and attributed to a proper anisotropy of the

Adria mantle, and is not deformed by a slab retreat process

but possibly by dragging forces (Salimbeni et al., 2013;

Baccheschi et al., 2007, 2008, 2011).

The stations of Domain 3 are located partially in the Italian

(TREM) and Croatian (CA06A and CA06B, LSTV, CA08A,

CA09A, CA05A, HVAR) islands of the Adriatic Sea and
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partially in the external domain of the Dinaric (MAKA, RIC,

STON, DBRK, CA04A CA02A, PDG) and Albanides (TIR)

chains. These two groups of stations have different behavior

in terms of Pn-SKS agreement and anisotropic layer depth. The

stations located in the quasi-undeformed Adria plate (from

240 to 420 km along the CASE transect) have quite similar

azimuthal anisotropy directions, representing a deformation

that may be located in the first 160 km of depth (Figure 7D).

The only value of surface wave anisotropy falling in the 40-km-

swath box of the CASE transect, agrees with the direction of the

Pn anisotropy, indicating that at least in the first 100 km of depth

the anisotropy is coherent (Figure 7E). In addition, the N-S and

NE-SW directions agree with the SKS-splitting results obtained

by Salimbeni et al. (2013), which is interpreted as a proper Adria

mantle anisotropy, perhaps related to the microplate dragging

traces. However, following the obtained values of the thickness

and location at depth of the anisotropic source, and considering

the lack of information about the LAB depth in the area, we

cannot exclude that part of the anisotropic material is at

asthenospheric mantle depth.

The easternmost stations of the Domain 3, located inland

(from 420 to 520 km), show instead a clear disagreement (almost

90° rotation) between Pn and SKS anisotropy directions

(Figure 7E), and the thickness of the anisotropic layer is not

much different from the LAB depth (Figure 7D). This data are in

agreement with the presence of a complex anisotropic

distribution (with fossil or layered anisotropy), with the

shallower Pn (NW-SE) direction and the deeper SKS (NE-

SW), as already proposed by Subašić et al. (2017), who

moreover interpreted SKS directions as the asthenospheric

mantle flowing through the slab gap beneath the central

Dinarides. A complex anisotropic structure is also supported

by the back-azimuthal dependence of measurements in this

domain: teleseismic events coming from NE (shown in green

in Figure 6) give a NE-SWmean direction, which is very different

from those of the other sectors and is more similar to a NNW-

SSE one. This discrepancy between shallow and deep anisotropy

directions, which is unique all around the Adriatic coasts,

induced us to research the presence of possible conditions for

different types of anisotropy with respect to the A-type, which is

used for the interpretation of all the study regions. However, we

did not find any indicator of high stress, low temperature, or the

presence of an amount of water in the mantle (Long and Becker,

2010), although there were favorable indications to the use of

B-type or other anisotropy types for the interpretation.

The five stations (BBLS, BLY, CA01A, CA03A, and DIVS) in

Domain 4 are in the internal part of the Dinarides chain. The

prevailing SKS direction is NW-SE, parallel to the chain and to

the prevailing alignment of faults, and in agreement with the Pn

direction, at least in the northwestern part of this domain

(Figure 7, panels a and e). Indeed, Pn anisotropy shows a

general disagreement toward the easternmost part of the

region (Figure 7A). These changes occur around 44°N, 19°E,

where the delay time of Pn is very low. The anisotropic material is

estimated as 80–180 km thick (Figure 7D). Recently, Song et al.

(2019) focused on the seismic properties in the area of the

Pannonian basin, Moesian Platform, and East Carpathians.

They evidenced how the NW-SE direction (with an average

delay time of 1.23 s) should be located at an asthenospheric

depth, due to the toroidal mantle flow induced by the Adriatic

subduction (in its northern portion) that influenced this and

adjacent regions. The same conclusion about the depth of the

anisotropy was obtained by Petrescu et al. (2020b), but with a

more consistent contribution of fossil anisotropy, especially in

the cratonic region of the Moesian Platform. Similarly to regions

adjacent to Domain 4 and with the support of new

measurements, the presence of a complex anisotropy structure

is plausible, especially in the eastern part of the region, where the

Pn and SKS measurements disagree, and where most of the

obtained measurements are null (shown in green in Figure 6B).

Comparison with tomographic images

The Apennines and Dinarides chains are involved in

complex interactions at depth, as pointed out by several

tomographic images obtained with different methods.

Tomographies are fundamental in the interpretation of the

seismic anisotropy measurements. In Figure 8, the averaged

SKS-splitting directions for new and previous measurements

are superimposed on the classical Vp anomaly images of

Piromallo and Morelli (2003) (A) and the newest Vs anomaly

tomography by El-Sharkawy et al. (2020) (B), both at 150 km

depth.

The distribution of shear wave splitting direction in the

region interested by the CASE project seems to mimic the

main geodynamic features highlighted by the seismic

tomography maps. In particular, in the southern part of the

Apennines chain the measurements rotate around the Calabrian

arc (label 1 in Figure 8). This feature is interpreted by Civello and

Margheriti (2004) as a toroidal flow of the sub-slab mantle, which

is pushed by the retreating of the southern margin of the

Apennines arc toward south-east.

On the one hand, at depths shallower than 250 km, seismic

tomography maps show the presence of a slab gap in the central

Apennines, particularly at its southern edge. On the other hand,

the prevailing rotation of the SKS measurements is found from

chain-parallel direction to E-W toward the Tyrrhenian Sea.

These observations allow us to speculate that the mantle flows

throughout the slab gap at shallow depths and because of the

limited dimension of the slab window, it is likely that part of the

deformed mantle is still aligned in the same direction found in

the Northern Apennines (i.e., parallel to the belt). Moving toward

the Adriatic region, fast axes are oriented mainly in a N-S and

NE-SWdirection, characterizing the stations of Domains 2 and 3.

Although the main directions that are the same, we distinguish
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these two domains because of differences in terms of agreement

with Pn anisotropy and, especially at the border with the

Dinarides, our result shows a 90° rotation. This could imply

that these two domains have undergone distinct deformational

processes.

The agreement of the SKS fast axes directions with the Pn

anisotropy (as found for Domain 2) and an estimation of the

thickness of the anisotropic layer of 100–140 km (deeper than

LAB) are in agreement with a coherent deformation with depth,

acting up to the asthenosphere. Moreover, the new anisotropy

directions are in agreement with those previously measured by

Salimbeni et al. (2013) and also with their interpretation: SKS

shear wave splitting directions are aligned to the traces of the

Adria microplate motion (D’Agostino et. al, 2008) in the

northern Adriatic foreland. This pattern can be attributed to

the Adria mantle, which is undeformed by Apenninic slab retreat

and possibly related to a drag-effect of the Adria plate motion.

To interpret the shear wave splitting distribution for stations of

Domain 3 taking also into account the uncertainties about slab

discontinuities, we select the recent Rayleigh surface waves

tomography by Belinić et al. (2021) who use data from

98 seismic stations located in the Dinaric region, which allow

them to illuminate in greater detail the Adriatic and Dinarides

areas. In Figure 9 this new tomography is mapped to discuss the

mean SKS results for Domains 3 and 4. The shallow high velocity

body that the authors interpreted as the underthrusting Adria plate

beneath the Dinarides is continuous from the top to 100–150 km

of depth (Figure 9A). At greater depth, a low velocity area exists

and extends from the northern to the central part of Dinarides, and

disappears beneath the southern Dinaric chain and Hellenides,

where the slab is continuous up to depth (Figure 9B). The high

velocity body dips toward NE, reaching the deepest point around

44°N, 19°E (green star in Figure 9). From the Dinarides coast

toward this point, that is the internal part of the chain, we see a

complete disagreement between SKS and Pn anisotropies, which is

oriented almost at 90°. This framework is in agreement with lateral

and vertical variations of the anisotropy, associated with the fact

that the SKS-splittingmeasurement for stations of Domain 3 suffer

from back-azimuthal dependence. The hypothesis is that at

shallower depth in the lithospheric mantle, the deformation is

represented by the direction of the Pn anisotropy, which is parallel

to the strike of the chain and to main faults. At greater depth, the

dominant direction is detected by the SKS measurements, almost

parallel to the absolute plate motion of Adria in a no net-rotation

reference frame (chain-perpendicular). The deepest contribution

would occur completely beneath the shallower high velocity body,

thus beneath the Dinarides chain, where the slab gap is wider (label

3 in Figure 9). In the region that borders the slab window (label 4 in

Figure 9), the deepest mantle flow should follow the dip of the high

velocity body (Figure 9C), and it is forced to have a dipping

component resulting in a 3D orientation of the fast axes. This

hypothesis could also justify:

FIGURE 8
A comparison between averaged SKS measurements from this and previous works (Margheriti et al. , 2003; Civello and Margheriti, 2004;
Margheriti et al., 1996; Plomerová et al., 2006; Baccheschi et al. 2007, 2008, 2011; Salimbeni et al. 2008, 2013; Subašić et al., 2017; Song et al., 2019)
and the Vp (a) and Vs (b) tomography maps of Piromallo and Morelli (2003) and El-Sharkawy et al. (2020), respectively, and plotted at the 150 km
depth. Each mean SKS direction is plotted as a stick parallel to the fast axes and colored with the delay time value. In both maps, the main
interpretation described in the text are also sketched as toroidal flow around the sub-slab Calabrian arc (1), the mainstream flux beneath the
Apennines entering in the northern (2), central (3), and southern part, and (4) of the Dinaric chain. “Roma” color map (Crameri, 2018a; 2018b) is used
to plot the tomographic images.
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1) The low delay times detected at the stations located along the

Dinarides coast (less than 1.4 s in thiswork, 0.6–1 s in Subašić et al.,

2017) when compared to the classical upper mantle contribution

(~2 s; Savage, 1999) because the SKS phases do not cross

perpendicularly the fast axes confined in a single horizontal layer.

2) The high number of nullmeasurements found in the area, which is

interpreted as due to the complexity of the anisotropic structure.

In correspondence with the deepest part of the slab, under the

internal Dinarides, SKS measurements become again chain-parallel

with NW-SE orientation (Domain 4). These directions agree with

those found by Song et al. (2019), who interpreted them as related to

an asthenospheric mantle flow generated by the toroidal flow around

the northern Adria plate. In addition, Qorbani et al. (2016) found

similar results, interpreting them as the consequence of the oblique

compression of the Adriatic plate toward the northeast. Both of these

works focus on the generation of a large-scale mantle flow around the

Adria plate, flowing through the Pannonian basin and toward the

south-eastern part of the internal Dinarides, where it is diverted in its

southern part (Petrescu et al., 2020). This deflection generates

complexity in the anisotropic structure, which is evidenced by the

presence of two-layers anisotropy in the southern Carpathian (Song

et al. 2019; Petrescu et al., 2020b), and by the disagreement between

SKS and Pn anisotropy direction that we have detected (Figure 6).

Comparing our measurements with the latest Rayleigh tomographic

images (Figure 9), we cannot exclude, despite the low amount of

anisotropy data, that the flow coming from the Apennines side could

merge to the main one, especially where the slab gap beneath the

Dinarides is wider; that is, in its central and northern part (labels 2 and

3 in Figure 9).

Comparison with geodynamic models

Recent works have attempted to reproduce the mantle flow

direction with numerical and experimental simulations. In

particular, Király et al. (2018b) simulated the behavior of the

mantle flow in the context of the double subductions of the

Adriatic plate with slab-gap generation as the origin of the

Apennines chain. They demonstrated that in the case of outward

double-sided subduction, the approach of the two subduction zones

(Király et al. 2018a) generates an intense driving force in the sub-

slabs mantle, resulting in an intense escaping flow toward the north

and the south.When the slab window starts to subduct, the flow has

FIGURE 9
Comparison between averaged SKS measurements taken from this and previous works (Civello and Margheriti, 2003, 2004; Plomerová et al.,
2006; Baccheschi et al. 2007, 2008, 2011; Salimbeni et al. 2008, 2013; Subašić et al., 2017; Song et al., 2019) and the Rayleigh surface wave
tomography of Belinić et al. (2021) at 120 (A) and 160 (B) km depth. In agreement with Figure 8, we used the same “Roma” color maps (Crameri,
2018a; 2018b) and color scheme for the delay time values. In (C), the tomographic section of Belinić et al. (2021) along the CASE profile is
plotted and the simple interpretation of the direction of the anisotropy just before (chain-perpendicular), beneath (dipping), and after (chain-parallel)
the Dinaric chain is superimposed. Stars in yellow indicate the start point of the CASE profile (as in Figure 3), while those in green indicate the deepest
point of theDinaric slab (44°N, 19°E). In bothmaps, themain interpretation described in the text are also sketched as toroidal flow around the sub-slab
Calabrian arc (1), the mainstream flux beneath the Apennines entering in the northern (2), central (3), and the southern part (4) of the Dinaric chain.
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an additional escape way through the window, generating the

classical toroidal flow that was already mentioned (flow 1 in

Figure 8). In the absence of a slab window, the flow follows the

edge of the slabs to find an outward way. The escaping flow that is

generated will be asymmetric.

The distribution of SKS measurements presented in this work

agree well with this simulation. The seismic anisotropy distribution

found under the Italian peninsula is coherent with the presence of a

slab window because the measurements at the stations located along

the Thyrrenian coast and in the inner part of the southernApennines,

draw the toroidal flow around the remnant Calabrian slab (flow 1 in

Figure 8). However, the occurrence of the slab gap also has an effect in

the distribution of the mantle flow on the opposite side, in our case

beneath the Dinarides. In light of the new Rayleigh tomographic

images (Belinić et al., 2021), the sub-slab mantle could form the

toroidal flow around the Dinaric slab only in its northern region

because in its central and southern part the slab gap is not wide

enough or absent (flows 2 and 3 in Figure 9 a and b, sections H-H′
and I-I’ in Figure 7 of Belinić et al. 2021). This mainstream toroidal

flow should continue or end in the central/southern part of the

internal Dinarides, where the SKS-splitting measurements are

oriented chain-parallel (stations of Domain 4) and where previous

work inferred the deformation at the asthenospheric depth (Song

et al., 2019; Petrescu et al., 2020b).

Király et al.’s (2018b) model showed that after the slab break-

off in the Apennines subduction zone, the slab pull force was

reduced and this allowed the Adriatic plate to move more easily

toward the Dinarides, as also confirmed by GPS measurements

(Serpelloni et al., 2013). Following this hypothesis and

considering the agreement between SKS, Pn, and absolute

plate motion direction for the stations of the Domain 2 and 3,

all of them oriented in the NE-SW direction, the possible litho-

asthenospheric mechanism could be the drag-effect generated by

the Adria plate, which could affect the structure beneath it

(Salimbeni et al., 2013). Moreover, the absolute plate velocity

of the Adria plate in the no-net rotation reference frame is on the

order of ~3 cm/y, which is just beneath the minimum estimated

by Debayle and Ricard (2013) needed for generating anisotropy

at the base of the lithosphere, that is on the order of 4 cm/y. The

model proposed by the authors is, however, at global scale and, as

they attested in their work, locally the anisotropy could also be

generated beneath a slower plate.

As a consequence of the motion of Adria plate toward the

southern portion of the Dinarides (toward NE) and of the

presence of the continuous slab imaged by the new seismic

tomography maps, the mantle driven by the plate movement

should be forced to follow the dip of the slab generating in the

eastern part of the Adria plate. This non-horizontal mantle

deformation could explain the low delay time values and the

presence of null measurements, which are found at inland

stations of Domain 3 (flow 4 in Figures 8, 9). Under this

hypothesis, the NE-SW fast axis direction, perpendicular to

the chain, may be related to the slab dipping direction.

Conclusion

In this work, we presented the results of the shear wave splitting

analysis performed along a continuous transect from the internal part

of the Apennines toward the southwestern edge of the Pannonian

basin. The integration of the data from temporary and permanent

seismic stations allowed us to study the seismic anisotropic properties

and their variation across the entire area. In the Apennines, our new

measurements confirmed the previous shear wave splitting studies,

corroborating the interpretation that the asthenospheric mantle

deformation (NW-SE) is due to the Calabrian slab retreat and,

moving toward the Adriatic coast, the N-S to NNE-SSW

directions are attributed to an undeformed Adria mantle.

In the Dinarides area, the anisotropy detected by the fast axis

direction is complicated by different sources, which is more consistent

with a fossil (chain-parallel) and active mantle flow (chain-

perpendicular) deformation in the external part of the chain, and a

more asthenospheric flow (chain-parallel) toward the internal area.

The distribution of seismic anisotropy found in this paper is consistent

with amantle flow circulation around themain discontinuities present

in the area (Apennines andDinarides slab gaps), which is in agreement

with the last tomography and geodynamics models proposed for the

Central/Western Mediterranean area.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S1
Example of quality of shear wave splitting results obtained from the
analysis: (A) single shear wave splitting measurement that after the visual
inspection we considered of “good” quality. The quality is assessed
considering the isolation of the phase, the presence of the energy on the
transverse component, the linearization of the particle motion after the
removal of the energy, the quantity of energy reduction and the error
distribution of the splitting parameters obtained. (B) null measurement
obtained after the visual inspection. In this case the lack of the energy on
the transverse component and the linear particle motion in its origin,
help us to consider this a null measurement.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE S2
Map of the single shear wave splitting measurements of “good”, “average”
and “poor” quality obtained in this work. In each map, the single shear
wave splitting measurement is plotted as line sticks oriented parallel to
the fast axes and scaled with the delay time value. In each map, yellow
circles and squares are temporary and permanent stations composing
the network used. Results from previous works are plotted in white
(from SplitLab database; Barruol et al., 2009; Wüstefeld et al., 2009).

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE S1
List of the shear wave splitting measurements obtained in this work

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE S2
List of the null measurements obtained in this work

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE S3
List of the mean shear wave splitting measurements calculated for each
station
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